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The purpose of this document is to define the roles and responsibilities of the different ZebraWeb users, 

their authority, and act as a resource for the different procedures and instructions that may be needed 

by said users. 
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Roles and responsibilities from a ZebraWeb systems perspective 

This is not meant to supersede the individual town responsibilities and directives.  It is merely a system 

view of the different roles and duties based on the permission level of the different user classifications. 

  

ZebraWeb Administrator:  This is the highest level of permission with access to all districts, leagues, 

towns, teams, and users.   

The ZebraWeb Administrator is responsible to set the association settings of the league (See Appendix 

A), oversee that all towns and leagues are set in the system for each district in agreement with SJYLAX 

(See Appendix B).  It is also their responsibility to ensure that the scheduling committee is able to enter 

the teams into ZebraWeb, associate those teams with the proper towns, and create a viable schedule.   

The ZebraWeb Administrator also manages the user IDs of the scheduling committee and town 

administrators (See Appendix C) and helps resolve issues within the system working directly with 

ZebraWeb support as necessary. 

 

Scheduling Committee:  Members of this committee are in the system as ZebraWeb Administrators 

and have the same permission level. 

The scheduling committee consist of volunteers from SJYLAX that will load the teams into ZebraWeb 

into their correct age/skill bracket as agreed by SJYLAX (See Appendix D).  When ready, after the 

Town Administrators have had ample opportunity to update their Town Pages, generate the schedule 

for each age/skill bracket (See Appendix E).  The scheduling committee is also responsible to load 

pickup or scrimmage games into the system for officials assignment (See Appendix F).  Lastly, they 

are also responsible to update any game in the system that has been postpone to reflect the changes 

after, and only after, all parties agree to the specific changes (See Appendix G). 

It is highly recommended that the committee consist of person to represent and administer each 

age/skill bracket.   

 

Town Administrator:  The town administrator is a volunteer(s) from each town or program to be the 

main point of contact for their town/program. 

The Town Admin is responsible to update their town page (See Appendix H) and to manage their 

coach and team parent user IDs in the system (See Appendix I).   

The town page is extremely critical for scheduling and game management throughout the season.  

The town page must reflect the following accurately (See Appendix H): 

1) General Town Information – this information contains the main contact information for the 

town/program, links to your town/program web site and directions that can be used by SJLAX 

representatives, officials, and coaches. 

2) Town Contacts – this information is the list of the different people and their responsibilities 

within your town. 

3) Venues – These are the fields that are available for games to be scheduled on.  The address 

and directions added here are available from different views as hotlinks for officials, coaches, 

and parents to easily find information about your fields including directions and other important 

regulations for the fields. 

4) Teams – once the scheduling team loads your teams and associates them to your town, the 

teams will appear here.  This is critical and must be accurate.  The teams must have at least 

one field (venue) associated with it or the system will never schedule a home game.   The 

coach’s information must also be accurate so the officials and opposing coaches can easily 

obtain contact information for game management during the season. 
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5) Field restrictions – If your field is NOT available during the normal playing time of the season, 

you must update the field restrictions so the system does not schedule a game on the field 

when it is not available. 

 

***NOTE: The Town Administrator authority is required to postpone games.   Whoever is 

responsible to postpone games must be a Town Administrator.  E.G. If your field coordinator 

is the one responsible to close the fields due to inclement weather, they must be a town 

administrator in the system.*** 

 

Making sure the coaches have ID’s and those ID’s are associated with the correct team is critical.  It 
allows the coaches to input their rosters and view the games, officials, opposing coaches, and field 
coordinators for game management during the season.  (See Appendix I) 
 

Coach/Team Parent:  The Coach/Team Parent is responsible to upload the rosters for their teams 
(See Appendix J), communicate the game schedule and details to their parents (See Appendix K) 
and to participate in weekly game management with officials, opposing coaches, and field 
coordinators (See Appendix L and M).  The Coach/Team Parent can decide to rate their officials or 
add game notes.  The official can see their rating and game notes.  Game notes also get sent to the 
executive board of SJYLAX (See Appendix N). 
 
Parent:  Parents will not have system access nor have any ability to log into the system.  
Parents do have the ability to use the system to view their schedules, results, standings, and obtain 
directions to different fields.  (See Appendix K) 
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General process and key steps for scheduling, playing, and reporting: 

 
1) SJYLAX, through their meetings, defines the town/programs eligible to participate in the league 

and be scheduled for the regular season.  SJYLAX also defines the age/skill brackets that will 
be scheduled for play.  SJYLAX will also secure volunteers for the scheduling committee.  

2) The ZebraWeb Administrator ensures that ZebraWeb is set up to reflect the proper 
town/programs and age/skill brackets (leagues) (See Appendix B), and the scheduling 
committee has proper User ID’s with the correct permission level as a ZebraWeb Administrator 
(See Appendix C).    

3) Town/programs submit their teams for scheduling.  Currently this is outside the scope of 
ZebraWeb.  Currently, towns are submitting teams using a form on SJYLAX website:  
www.leaguelineup.com/sjyll 

4) The scheduling committee loads all the teams into ZebraWeb and associates those teams with 
the appropriate towns so the Town Administrators will have access to the teams.  (See 
Appendix D) 

5) Town Administrators update their town pages including field restrictions and that the teams 
listed on their page have fields associated with them so the schedule software assigns home 
games.  (See Appendix H)  If known now, the town admin can add/edit the coaches User IDs 
(See Appendix I)  

6) Scheduling committee builds the schedule.  (See Appendix E) 
7) Town Administrators add/edit coach or team parent User IDs so they can have access to the 

system and are associated with the correct team (See Appendix I) 
8) Coaches or Team Parents enter their rosters (See Appendix J) 
9) Officials Assignor assigns officials to the games and releases the schedules. 
10) Coaches and Team parents communicate the schedule to their team parents (See Appendix 

K) 
11) Coaches, team parents, officials, field coordinators, and league representatives manage the 

games.  This includes confirmation emails, managing postpone games, and scheduling 
pickup/scrimmage games.  (See Appendix L, M, and O) 

12) Scheduling committee updates the schedule in the system to reflect necessary changes from 
unforeseen circumstances and add pickup/scrimmage games when brought forward (See 
Appendix F and G) 

13) Officials and coaches report back after games have been played.  (See Appendix N) 
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Appendix A:  Procedure to set the Association Settings prior to scheduling 

Prior to the start of any work in ZebraWeb, each year the association settings need to be set.  There 

are three key settings that need to be set/checked: 

• Game duration – this should be set/verified that the game time is 0 – 59 minutes.  This allows 

the games to be scheduled on the hour.  Do not use 60 minutes as the system will consider a 

game still in progress at the top of the next hour. 

• Rosters Entry/Updates – this setting is where you can allow the system to accept roster entries 

and is where you can disable edit ability by coaches once the season is underway 

• Set the season beginning and ending dates – This is extremely important and sets the dates 

for everything in schedule building.  

To set the Association settings: 

****There are a lot of settings on this page, all but three are for officials 

1. Log onto ZebraWeb and click the second box from the left marked "ZEBRAWEB.org Sports 
Officials Assigning System" to enter into our portal.  

2. On the green menu pull down, select “Administration” then “Association Settings” 

3. The very top option is “Game Duration” is set for “0 hours” and “59 minutes” 

4. Scroll down (about half way) to “Team Rosters”.  Set the radio buttons to turn on/off rosters 

and to enable/disable roster editing.  **you will return here after scheduling is complete and 

rosters are finalized to disable coaches from editing their rosters** 

5. Scroll all the way to the bottom to “Season Dates” and enter the season start and end dates.   

The start date should be set to the first Friday of actual games.   Setting the season end date 

for a month post-season allows for flexibility in the schedule for make up games, etc. 
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Appendix B: Procedure to view, edit, and add town/programs and age/skill brackets into 

ZebraWeb 

Every team or program must have a place in the system.  When we add a town we are creating a 
Town Page for that town so they can put all their information about their program.   If a town or 
program is going to be on the schedule, they must be added to the system and the town administrator 
must update their town page in its entirety. 
Similar to the town page, we must make sure the system has the appropriate age/skills bracket – the 
system refers to these brackets as “leagues”   Teams are assigned to their appropriate league and 
the schedule is built on a league basis. 
 
**Adding towns and leagues can only be down by a ZebraWeb Administrator** 
 
To view/edit/add a town or program: 

1) Log onto ZebraWeb and click the second box from the left marked "ZEBRAWEB.org Sports 
Officials Assigning System" to enter into our portal.  

2) On the green menu pull down, select “Teams” and hover over “Town” 
 
Add a town/program: 
3) Click “New” 
4) The only required field is “Town Name” – Enter the town or program name 
5) Scroll all the way to the bottom and click save 
 
View, Edit, Delete a town/program: 
3) Click on “Edit”, “View”, or “Delete” to perform those actions 
4) Select the town you wish to take the action on 
5) If editing, you are now can edit the town page and click save at the bottom 
6) If deleting, you may get messages that teams and users are associated with the town that 

will need action prior to deletion. 
 
To view/edit/add a league (age/skill bracket): 
***Be consistent and deliberate in the naming convention of the leagues*** 
***It is recommended that the league be short and meaningful as it will be added to the team names 
that play in the league for ease in identifying their place:  E.g. BU15A =  Boys (gender) U15 (age), A 
(skill level)*** 
***It is also important to understand that standings are automatically kept on a league basis.  There 
will be scrimmages or games played between two teams in different skills brackets that should not be 
counted in standings.  It is recommended to ensure there is a league where these “pickup” games 
can be scheduled.  E.g BU15 Pickup *** 
 

1) Log onto ZebraWeb and click the second box from the left marked "ZEBRAWEB.org Sports 
Officials Assigning System" to enter into our portal.  

2) On the green menu pull down, select “Teams” and hover over “League” 
 
Add a league (age/skill bracket): 
3) Click “New” 
4) Fill in “League Name” 
5) If you know the officials fees, enter it – if not default ‘0’ 

 
Continued on next page� 
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6) ***IMPORTANT or it will bite you later, at the bottom select the radio button that 

corresponds with the amount of officials required to work games in this league as agreed 
upon between SJYLAX and Officials. 

7) Select “Save” 
 

View, Edit, Delete a league 
3) Click on “Edit”, “View”, or “Delete” to perform those actions 
4) Select the league you wish to take the action on 
5) If editing, you are now can edit the league and click save at the bottom 
6) If deleting, you may get messages that teams and users are associated with the league 

that will need action prior to deletion. 
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Appendix C: Procedure to edit/add ZebraWeb and Town Administrators userIDs 

Use this procedure to add or edit a userID to give them ZebraWeb Administrator or Town 
Administrator level permission in the system 
 
If you have to add a new userID to the system: 
***NOTE: If this new user will be a Town Admin, the Town level settings are not visible.  So after save 
the new user is added, you must perform the steps below under “To make a user a Town 
Administrator***  
1) On the green menu pull down go to "Administration -> User -> Add User" 
2) Fill out all the the information. 
3) ****UNCHECK: “Is New User and Official if you’ve just created this userID” in the officials settings  
4) Scroll down and hit save 
 
To make a user a ZebraWeb Administrator 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) On the green menu pull down go to "Administration -> User -> Edit User"   
3) Select the users name from the window selection box. 
4) Once in the UserID, scroll down to the fifth box called "Permission Level”, select “ZW System 
Administrator”. 
5) District needs to be boys or girls. It’s best to choose the primary district the user will be working 
with.  There are quirks in the system that this will affect. 
6) ****UNCHECK: Is New User and Official if you’ve just created this userID” in the officials settings 
7) Scroll down and hit save. 
 
To make a user a Town Administrator 
***NOTE: If the user is a new user, the town level settings are not visible. So after the user is added, 
you must go back into, edit the userID and perform this step*** 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) On the green menu pull down go to "Administration -> User -> Edit User"   
3) Select the users name from the window selection box. 
4) In the fifth box, permission level should be “Team/School” 
5) District needs to be boys or girls. It’s best to choose the primary district the user will be working 
with.  There are quirks in the system that this will affect. 
6) In town level settings: highlight the town this user will be the Town Admin for 
7) In team level settings, hold ctrl and highlight all the teams for this town. 
8) Check the box below the team level settings:  “If permission level is team, should this user be a 
Town User?” 
9) ****UNCHECK: Is New User and Official if you’ve just created this userID” in the officials settings 
10) Scroll down and hit save. 
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Appendix D: Procedure to enter or edit teams and associate the team with the town 

The procedure is used by the scheduling team with ZebraWeb Administrator authority to enter all the 
teams that will be scheduled for the upcoming season.   The scheduling committee must decide to 
delete all the teams from the previous season and re-enter all the teams OR to edit the previous 
seasons team to reflect the desired teams for the upcoming season.  
****This is a two step process.  The first will be to enter the team into ZebraWeb and the second step 
is to associate that team to a town with fields and so the Town Admin of that town has authority to 
work with that team.**** 
 
To Add a team: 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) In the green pull down under “Teams”, hover over “Team” and select “New” 
3) Enter the desired team name in the team name field ***it is highly recommended that the team 
name start with the name of the town and end with the bracket they to play in**** 
4) ****IMPORTANT***  Make sure the checkbox is checked that says “Check Box to Show Team in 
Location Dropdown” 
5) Select the league (age/skill bracket) this team is targeted to be scheduled games in 
6) Select the boys or girls district 
7) Click Save 
At this point, you can decide to repeat the above steps for all the teams you are entering or associate 
the team to the town as you enter them (I recommend add/edit all the teams for a town then doing the 
team to town association is one step) 
 
To Associate a team to a town/program: 
Once the team is in the system, it must be associated to it’s town so the town admin can see/work 
with the team, including assigning fields to the team. 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 

"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) In the green pull down menu under “Teams”, hover over “Town” and select “Edit” 
3) Select the town the team is to be associated by clicking on the town in the drop down box 
4) In the General Town Information, in the “Team(s)” drop down box, hit CTRL and select ALL the 

teams that are to be associated with this town. 
5) Before you scroll down and hit save, make sure you did not un-highlight any teams in that drop 

down box, that will dis-associate a team with a town.   Once you’ve verified ALL the teams are 
highlighted in the “Team(s)” box, scroll down and hit save. 
 

To Edit a team: 
If you are editing a team, the team should already be associated to a town but it’s worth checking it by 
using the procedure above to verify. 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) In the green pull down under “Teams”, hover over “Team” and select “Edit” 
3) Select the team in the dropdown box. 
4) Change appropriate fields for the team, scroll down and hit save 
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Appendix E:  Procedure to build the schedule 

This procedure itself is simple but there must be a lot of work to ensure the teams and fields are 
prepared in the system for your best chance of success. 
 
Learning to build the schedule is best done through knowledge transfer and experience with mentors 
that are familiar.  It’s in the league’s best interest to obtain volunteers with a mixture of experienced 
and inexperienced schedulers. 
 
Once the schedule is built there is very little that can be changed.   It’s imperative that the league 
confirms that all the teams have been entered properly and are in their appropriate leagues.   It is 
also critical that the Town Administrators have updated the teams on their town pages so each team 
has at least one field associated with the team.   The Town Admin must also be sure that all the field 
restrictions are accurate and reflect the time the field is NOT available.   
 
The scheduling committee must put careful thought into logistics and how the schedule is to be built.  
For example, if games are played on Friday nights, do you want to break the large league into smaller 
geographical leagues?  Or for U9 teams, is it more important to play as many different opponents or 
is it more practical for that bracket be broken down into smaller geographical divisions? 
 
Fields without lights must be a consideration for night games.   Are we sure all the fields without lights 
are blocked out until the sun sets, later in the season, is late enough to get a game in? 
 
The schedule is built by league.  The scheduling committee can build the schedule by league, 
however, if two leagues are normally scheduled to play on the same day at the same time, you can’t 
build these schedules at the same time.   The system will grab open fields and schedule games on 
them.  If you are building two schedules at the same time you will double book fields. 
 
Tools for the Scheduling Committee: 
To view the teams by town in the system.   
This view list all the teams entered by town and shows the leagues and fields they are associated 
with. 

1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  

2) In the green menu bar, hover over “Reports” and click “Town Team/Field Association” 
 
To view the teams by league (age/skill bracket) in the system. 
This view list all the teams entered by league (age/skill bracket) and shows the fields they are 
associated and if the field has lights. 

1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  

2) In the green menu bar, hover over “Reports” and click “League Team/Field Association” 
 
To view the teams by District (boys or girls) then by league (age/skill bracket) in the system. 
This view list all the teams entered by boys or girls then by league (age/skill bracket) and shows the 
count of players as entered into the rosters. 

1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  

2) In the green menu bar, hover over “Reports” and click “Team List by Boys/Girls” 
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To view field restrictions. 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 

"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) In the green menu bar, hover over “Reports” and click “Town Restriction List” 
3) In the selection box chose “All Towns” or select the town you want and click “Run Report” 
4) As an option, you can select the red “Excel Copy” link to drop it into a spread sheet 

 
To view the schedule 
This view is another way to search the schedule.  It has different search capabilities and it allows to 
upload the schedule into excel.  This search is helpful when your ZW Admin ID is associated with the 
opposite district (Boys vs Girls) then you want to work with. 

1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  

2) In the green menu bar, hover over “Reports”, then hover over “Game / Schedule Reports”, 
click on “Composite Schedule Search” 

3) Fill out your desired search criteria and click “View Report” 
4) As an option, you can select the red “Excel Copy” link to drop it into a spread sheet 

 
To obtain a matrix view of a league’s (age/skill bracket) schedule 
This view is a matrix view after the schedule is built.  It list all the teams in the league with counts of 
how many times a team plays an opposing team, home game counts, and total game counts. 

1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  

2) In the green menu bar, hover over “Reports”, then hover over “Game / Schedule Reports”, 
click on “Schedule at a Glance by League” 

3) Select the league you want then click “View Report” 
 
To view team home game and total game counts 
This view is used after the schedule is built.   It can be redundant but it list, by team, total games, 
home games, and percentage of home games. 

1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  

2) In the green menu bar, hover over “Reports”, then hover over “Game / Schedule Reports”, 
click on “Game Count / Home Percentage” 

3) Fill out the search criteria and click “View Report” 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued on the next page ->  
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Options on the schedule build page: 
Season Start and End Dates:  These are self-explanatory and defaults are set under “Association 
Settings” 
Select League:  This is also self-explanatory and is where you choose to select which league 
(age/skill bracket) you want to schedule 
Select Schedule Type:  This is very important to understand how many teams are in the 
league you are scheduling.  These numbers are key to understanding what the results will be.  
When scheduling tri-matches (round robins) the perfect team count in a league is when it is divisible 
by three.   If there is an odd team, you may have teams on a bye.  E.g:  12 teams in a league that is 
scheduled in a tri-match format means every team is playing every weekend where 4 tri-matches are 
scheduled.   If there are 13 teams in a league, then you can chose to have a team on a bye or tell the 
system to break down trimatches into head to head games.   14 teams in a bracket should be set to 
have 4 tri-matches going off and the remainder two teams playing head to head. 
 
 Head to Head: This is not tri-matches, it will schedule all the teams in the bracket in single 
game head to head match ups for the season. 
          Examples: 
          10 team bracket                11 team bracket 
           ============               ============= 
           5 head to head games      5 head to head games 

1 team on BYE 
 
 Round Robin:  This is a tri-match schedule.  It will take the total number of teams and build a 
schedule of tri-matches.  This is where knowing the number of teams in the bracket is important.   
This option will schedule any teams on a bye.  Using the above example, if there are 13 teams in a 
bracket, it will build 9 teams in three tri-matches, and use the 4 remaining teams and set them up in 
head to head.    
 Examples: 
 12 team bracket   13 team bracket   14 team bracket 
 =============   =============   ============= 
           4 tri-matches    3 tri-matches    4 tri-matches 
      4 teams play 2 head to head 2 teams play head/head 
 
 Round Robin w/Bye:  This is a tri-match schedule.  It will take the total number of teams and 
build a schedule of tri-matches.  Using this option forces an odd team out to have a BYE.   The 
previous option will break down a tri-match to create head to head match ups so no team ever has a 
BYE.   However, due to the tri-match format, it’s possible to play less games over the length of the 
season then to have a BYE weekend. 
 Examples: 
 12 team bracket   13 team bracket   14 team bracket 
 =============   =============   ============= 
            4 tri-matches   4 tri-matches    4 tri-matches 
      1 team on BYE   2 teams play head/head 
 
 

 

 

Continued on the next page ->  
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Max number of rematches: A perfect schedule would have you playing every other team in the 
bracket an equal amount of times.   Due to field availability when the schedule is made, the system 
must make exceptions and decisions.   This number sets a parameter that only allows teams to play 
each other this amount of times at most.   It is recommended to set this number at the lowest setting 
that the math will allow:  8 weeks x 2 games a week = 16 game schedule.   8 teams in the bracket 
allows to see 7 opponents.   16 game schedule / 7 opponents = 3 is the lowest number of rematches.   
In a 8 team bracket during a 16 game schedule, some teams will face other teams 3 times.   
Sometimes, field availability further restricts matchups and if the schedule fails to run, boost this 
number up to the next higher setting. 
 
Select Day of the Week Scheduling:  This is self-explanatory.  Select which day of the week you 
want to schedule this league to play on. 
 
Select Start Time:  This is self-explanatory.   Select the start time of the game, or the start time of 
the first game of the tri-match.  Don’t forget the AM/PM radio buttons.   This is where setting the game 
duration to 59 minutes and not 60 minutes in the Association settings is important.   You want the 
first, or second game of a tri-match to end one minute before the next game of the tri-match is to 
start.  Else, the system will not start the next game until the top of the next hour.   
          Example:  You want your tri-matches to start at 12:00pm – 12:59pm, then 1:00pm – 1:59pm, 
then 2:00 – 2:59pm 
 
Procedure to build the schedule 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 

"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) Hover over “Administration” and click “Association Settings” 
3) At the top, make sure the default game duration is 0 – 59 minutes (NOT 60 mins).  AND scroll to 

the very bottom for the season start and end dates. 
4) Click Save 
5) Hover over “Administration” and click “Schedule Build” 
6) Fill out the schedule build page with the desired options (see above for details of those options) 
7) Click “Start Auto Scheduler” and let it run – this may take a few minutes.   If it fails, something is 

wrong and maybe related to the maximum rematch selection 
8) Once the schedule is built, it is displayed but NOT “committed”.   From this screen you can use 

the “See Schedule at a Glance” in the top (or bottom) right to see the schedule in a matrix to 
determine the total amount of games and whom play whom how many times. 

9) If the schedule is good, or good enough to only need a minor adjustments.  Scroll to the bottom 
and click the “Commit” button.   Once the schedule is committed, it cannot be re-run so make 
sure you have a workable schedule before committing. 
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Appendix F:  Adding a game into the schedule 

This procedure is used by the scheduling committee to add a game into the system for officials 
assignment and game management. 
 
When adding a game please think carefully on why this game is being added and which league it 
should be placed.   If this is a scrimmage or a pick up game between towns, it should be placed in 
“scrimmage” or “pickup” league so the results do not affect standings. If you need to create that 
league, see Appendix A. 
 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 

"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) In the green pull down menu, hover over “Games” and select “New Game”  
3) Select the boys or girls district from the drop down box 
4) A blank game skin appears, complete all the information (don’t forget the AM/PM radio buttons) 
5) Enter notes if appropriate 
6) Also choice the number of officials that get assigned based on the age/skill bracket. 
7) Click “Save and Continue” 
 
**The game is on hold until the assignor assigns officials and releases the game.   Once the game is 
entered, email Roz Gill (rdgill@comcast.net) if it was a girls game and Dennis Jablonoski 
(djablonoski@comcast.net) if it is a boys game so they can assign officials or inform you they can’t get 
officials on that day/time. 
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Appendix G:  Editing a game 

This procedure is used by the scheduling team to correct a problem with a game or updating a game 
after it was postponed or changed. 
 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 

"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) In the green menu bar, go to “Games” and use any option to help you search and locate the game 

you need to find in the schedule:  E.G “Full Game Schedule Search” 
3) Enter your desired search criteria to help you locate the game you want to edit 
4) Once the game is visible, click on the game number on the left to enter the game skin in edit mode 
5) Change what you want to change ****Use common sense when changing round robins 

considering game location and team travel time, etc…   Also if changing the time, don’t forget the 
radio buttons for AM and PM may need to be clicked.   

6) Enter the reason for the change in the pull down and comments box 
7) Make sure the check box that says “Set Officials to re-accept when box checked and game 

information changes” if it’s appropriate that the official needs to re-accept the game. 
8) Hit the button on the right that says “Save Game and Return to Schedule” 
***DO NOT CHANGE ANYTHING IN THE ASSIGN OFFICIALS SECTION**** 
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Appendix H:  Procedure for updating the town page 
(This is the primary page the town administer is to make sure is accurate at the beginning of each 
season) 
 
Once scheduling committee has loaded the teams into ZebraWeb and have associated your teams to 
your town, they should be visible at the bottom portion of your town page for updating. 

    It is critical that you take action for every team that has been submitted. 

To update your Town Page 

  
https://www.zebraweb.org/sec/SJYLAX/home.html 
  
1) Log onto ZebraWeb and click the second box from the left marked "ZEBRAWEB.org Sports 
Officials Assigning System" to enter into our portal.  
2) In the green menu pull down bar, go to "Teams" -> "Town" -> click on "Edit" 
3) On your town page – update all areas as necessary: 
       a) Make sure the top of the page is current with your general information. 
       b) Update your town contacts in the middle part of the page 

       c) Scroll down to make sure your fields (venues) are accurate - you can add a new one here. 
             aa) if you did add a new field(s), at this point scroll to the bottom and click save then return to 
step 2) above.  You will re-enter your town page in edit mode so the new field is now recognized and 
will now be available in the drop down box for each team. 
       d) Scroll down to the teams.  Please take your time and make sure everything is accurate for 
each team in this section.  Having selected the correct venues for each team is critical for 
scheduling.  If you have more than one venue the team can use remember to hold the control key 
and click as many venues that apply. 
       e) Scroll down and click save. 
4) Update your field restrictions.  If a field(s) is not available to host games during the season, you 
must update the field restrictions so we don't schedule a game on that field during the time it is not 
available. 
       a)  In the green menu pull down bar, go to "Teams" -> "Town" -> click on "restrictions" 
       b)  Click on the checkbox on the day the field is not available.  If it's only part of the day adjust 
the start and stop times the field is not available on that day. 
   
***NOTE***  
Making sure each team on your town page is correctly entered assigned to use the correct fields 
(venues) is the most critical component to scheduling.   If you do not know the coach at this time, you 
can come back and add/edit it later.   The coach’s information needs to be accurate before the 
season starts so officials and opposing coaches can contact each other.  If a team is in the wrong 
bracket or on a wrong field, the schedule will collapse like a house of cards. 
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Appendix I:  Procedure to Add/Update Coaches UserID’s 

(Link the coach/parent system user ID to their perspective team(s)) 
 
Town Administrators use this procedure to update their system users, primarily coaches or team 
parents, so they are associated with and have access to the team they are coaching/parenting. 
 
By now, all the Town Admins updated the team information on the town page with the coaches 
contact and field information for each team.   This is very effective when working with the 
schedule.  As games get released and you start to see the schedule in the games pull down, you'll 
notice that all the team, field, and officials information is a hotlink so you can obtain their contact 
information that you may need to manage any given game.  It gathers that information from the 
information you entered on your town page. 
      However, your coaches have (or should have) a user ID for the system.  With that user ID, the 
coach can log on and work with the team that's associated with the userID.  Updating the town page 
does not update the individual coaches user ID 
       
Town Admins: 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into our portal by selecting the second box from the left called 
"ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials Assigning System"  
2) On the green menu pull down go to "Administration -> User -> Edit User"   
3) Select the coaches name from the window selection box. 
4) Once in the UserID, scroll down to "team level settings" and click the team this user is a coach 
of.  Remember to hold Ctrl and click for multiple teams. 
5) Scroll down and hit save. 
 
If you have to add a new coach: 
1) On the green menu pull down go to "Administration -> User -> Add User" 
2) Fill out all the the information including the team level settings as above. 
 
      Now when the coach logs on, he has access to the correct team.  
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Appendix J:  Procedure for entering rosters 
(This can be done by the coach or the town administrator, local program will dictate whom is 
responsible) 
 
Instructions are partially different between a coach log on and a town admin 
 
As coach: 
1) Logon to ZebraWeb and select the second box from the left "ZEBRAWEB.org Sports Officials 
Assigning System" to enter our portal. 
2) In the green menu pull down hover over "teams" and select "edit" 
3) Below the general team information, click the red hotlink on the right "Click Here to Edit Team 
Roster" 
4) Fill out the form and click "Update" 
 
As town admin 
1) Logon to ZebraWeb and select the second box from the left "ZEBRAWEB.org Sports Officials 
Assigning System" to enter our portal. 
2) In the green menu pull down hover over "teams" and select "edit" 
3) In the drop down box select the team you want to enter rosters for and click "submit" 
4) Below the general team information, click the red hotlink on the right "Click Here to Edit Team 
Roster" 
5) Fill out the form and click "Update" 
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Appendix K:  Procedure to work with/view schedules for parents and coaches 

(Use/Send these instructions to parents and coaches to see and work with the schedule) 
 
Please bookmark this link.  This link is the primary portal for all your coaches and parents when 
looking at the schedule, results, and standings: 
  
https://www.zebraweb.org/sec/SJYLAX/home.html 
  
Please know that sometimes events occur that will cause a change in the schedule like a start time or 
location change.  This web site is the only source for the most accurate information.   If you print the 
schedule or upload this to a different location you may not be aware of changes so please visit this 
site often. 
  
For Parents: 
1)  Book mark and visit this link when you want to view your favorite teams schedule, results, and 
standings. 
2)  From the main screen you will see three boxes on the bottom third of the page:  "Schedules", 
"Results", and "Standings" 
       These are self-explanatory.  Please do not be confused about the login section on the right side - 
you do not need a login to obtain the required information 

3)  When you click on any of the three boxes you will be taken to a search screen where you can use 
the pull downs to select your favorite team.  Select your team and hit search. 
4)  When looking at your teams schedule you will notice the field on the right is highlighted in blue.  It 
is a hot link that when clicked, you will see the information about the field including the ability to 
obtained specific directions 

  
For Coaches: 
1) Book mark this page 

2) You should have a login.  Please talk to your town admin if you do not 
3) When you log in, select the second box from the left called "ZEBRAWEB.org Sport Officials 
Assigning System" to enter our portal 
4) You will be presented with a green menu bar.  You will use "Games" most often and "Reports" to 
search the schedule 

      a) The "Games" pull down is the actual working schedule.  Remember, only games that have 
officials assigned and have been released will appear here. 
           Once you do a game schedule search and presented with the released games, notice all the 
teams, fields, and officials are hotlinks that will take you to the profile of each.   You will need this 
information to obtain contact information for everything you need to manage that game. 
       b) Under "Reports" you can do a composite game schedule search to see your entire 
schedule.  It will show your entire schedule regardless of it being released but it is only a report and 
not interactive to obtain the profiles of the opposing teams, fields, or officials. 
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Appendix L:  Procedure for Game Management 

Once the schedule is built the field coordinators, coaches, and official are key to the successful play 

of any given game.  

 

While it is good practice for the home team to start an email thread with the opposing coaches and 

officials to confirm/share any game/field specific instructions and cell numbers in case of an 

emergency, it is not required.   If the game is in ZebraWeb and the officials have accepted the game 

(green on the game schedule) it is presumed the game is confirmed and will be played as planned at 

the scheduled time on the scheduled field. 

 

There are procedures to manage games in the event of unforeseen circumstances. 

 

In general: 

• If you know you cannot make a game weeks in advance, postpone the game (See Appendix L) 

as soon as you know and begin the reschedule process.  Do not wait until the week, days, or 

hours leading up to the game. 

• If the circumstance that arises gives you the foresight to postpone with at least 48 hours before 

the scheduled start of the game, the postpone process (See Appendix L) in ZebraWeb will 

provide adequate notification.  However it is recommended to email the opposing coaches and 

officials.  You will have to email them to begin the reschedule process anyway. 

• If you are within 48 hours but have at least 24 hours of the game start time, you must invoke 

the postpone process (See Appendix L) AND email the opposing coaches and officials.  A 

courtesy phone call is a good idea. 

• If you are within 24 hours of the scheduled start time you must postpone in ZebraWeb (See 

Appendix L) AND call the opposing coaches and officials.  You should also send an email 

because you will need to do that anyway to begin the reschedule process. 

• Whenever possible, postpone the game prior to 4 hours of the schedule start time.  This 4 hour 

guideline still requires the postpone process in ZebraWeb (See Appendix L) AND phone calls 

but this window allows the coaches adequate time to notify their families and prevents 

unnecessary impact and travel of all the families traveling to the game. 

 

Reschedule Process: 

All league games (not scrimmage or pickup games) should be rescheduled or forfeited.  If it is 

best decided that game should not be played at all, both coaches must agree in writing (email) 

clearly indicating who should be awarded the win.  That email should then be sent to the 

ZebraWeb admin for a 1-0 score entry (See Appendix N).  Remember, the officials expect to be 

compensated so forfeits will result in a fine to the forfeiting club. 

Reschedules are mainly done between coaches.  It is best done via email so the assigned officials 

can be kept on copy and otherwise in the loop.  Both coaches must agree on the reschedule 

details including new date, time, and where necessary, field.   Do not copy the scheduling 

committee until these details are finalized.  Once finalized, send the email to the scheduling 

committee member responsible for the age/skill bracket.   They will edit the game with the new  

details and the officials can then accept or decline.  If they decline, the assignor will be notified by 

continue on next page ->  
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ZebraWeb and a new official will be assigned to the game.                                             Continued 

Obtain Contact Information to Manage Games: 

1) ) Logon to ZebraWeb and select the second box from the left "ZEBRAWEB.org Sports 

Officials Assigning System" to enter our portal. 

2) In the green menu pull down, hover over “Games”, then “Game Schedule” and click on “Full 

Game Schedule Search”  OR any other option in the pull down under Game Schedule to help 

filter the schedule to the game(s) you are trying to locate. 

3) Once the schedule appears you have multiple options 

a. Click the game number, when the game skin appears, scroll to the bottom and click the 

link “copy and paste emails of officials and coaches” 

b. Click the team or officials name.  The profile will be shown that contains all of the 

contact information you require. 
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Appendix M:  Procedure for Postponing Games 

Used by town admins the event of inclement weather or other unforeseen emergencies.  If your field 
coordinator is responsible to postpone games, they must have Town Administrator permission level in 
ZebraWeb. 
 

Let's talk semantics; "Canceling" and "Postponing" are two completely different things in the 
system and cause two different actions by the system.   
     These are league scheduled games - they are not to be "Canceled", they are to be "Postponed" - 
Postponed leaves the game in the schedule and allows for a simple reschedule to occur.  "Cancel" in 
the system removes the game from the schedule, un-assigns the officials, requires a manual rebuild 
of the game in the schedule, and requires all new assignments to occur. 
  
1) Whenever possible, the decision to "Postpone" a game should occur at least 4 hours prior to start 
time. 
2) Log on to ZebraWeb and enter into "ZEBRAWEB.org Sports Officials Assigning System" Portal 
(second box from the left) 
3) Hover your mouse over "Games" in the green pull down menu and select "Postpone Game(s)" 
from the pull down.  
4) Select the field you are postponing the game on, enter the date and hit submit - the schedule for all 
your games on that field will appear  
5) Check the postpone box on the far right next to the games you are postponing, enter the reason, 
any additional comments and hit postpone. 
****At this point all coaches and officials that are affected by this game should get a text and an email 
showing the postpone and your reason*** 
6) If the "Postpone" is made within 24 hours of game time, a phone call to the officials and coaches is 
to be made.   Email should be sufficient with more than 24 hours notice. 
7) Work out the details of the new date, time, and location (if necessary) with the other teams and 
email those details to: 
 

***Boys – U15 Lee Robledo (lee.robledo@nfiindustries.com) 
                U13 Ryan Coleman (ryan.coleman@us.gt.com) 

     U9 and U11 Dennis Vallone (denvallone@gmail.com) 
    
     and CC Dennis Jablonoski (djablonoski@comcast.net) on all boys changes 

 

***Girls - U15 Jackie Kelty (jacquelin.kelty@mercer.com) 
               U13 Suzanne Phalines (phalinesfamily@comcast.net) 
               U11 Kim Bunting (kimstoll32@icloud.com) 
               U9   Reese Giddins (agiddins@gmail.com)  
 
                and CC Roz Gill (rdgill@comcast.net) on all girls changes 

 

8) Once the schedulers confirm that the officials can be assigned according to the new game details, 
the change will be made to the "Postponed" game. 
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Appendix N:  Procedure for coaches to Rate Officials and Input Game notes 

 
1) Log on to ZebraWeb 
3) On the Main Console choose the blue box in the middle called "Official's Ratings and Forms 
Center" 
4) Choose either "Rate Officials" or "Forms Center" 
 
Rate Officials: 
4) When rating officials choose the link for "Rate Officials" 
        a) When rating an official - use the "select game to rate" pull down, select the game and click 
"go" 
        b) Fill out the form on the and click "submit rating 
 
Entering Game Notes: 
5) When enter post game notes, select the link "Post Game Notes" 
       a) Use the game: Select Game pull down to select the game you wish to post note for 
       b) Type you comments in the box provided up to 5,000 characters and click "save note" 
 
 
View Officials Reports and Post Game Notes: 
 
To see the officials game report: 
1) Click the third box from the left "Official's Game Reports 
2) Enter the search criteria that you think will be best to find the game you want to view and hit submit 
3) Use the "Select Game" pull down to find the game you want to view and click the game 
 
To see notes the coaches put in: 
1) Click the 3rd box on the right that says "Post Game Notes" 
2) Enter the search criteria that you think will be best to find the game you want to view and hit go 
3) Use the "Select Game" pull down to find the game you want to view and click the game 
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Appendix O:  Procedure to Enter a Forfeit Result 

This process is used by either the ZebraWeb Administrator, a member of the scheduling committee, 

or an official.   In a perfect world, there should be no forfeit but occasionally everyone may agree it is 

the best outcome for all involved.   SJYLAX is responsible to communicate to all clubs that forfeits 

may result in a fine and/or to compensate the official(s) schedule to work the game. 

There is no “Forfeit” to select in the system.   The forfeit is entered as a 1-0 game.   Before a forfeit is 

entered, the coaches of all teams involved should agree on the forfeit in writing clearly articulating 

who is forfeiting and who will be declared the “winner”. 

1) Log in to ZebraWeb 

2) On the main console choose the blue box on the left called “Commissioners Report Portal” 
3) On the next screen click on the middle box called “Enter Official’s Game Reports” 

4) Complete the next screen with the desired search criteria for the game you wish to enter the 

forfeit for 

5) On the next screen use “select game” pull down to select the game you wish to enter the forfeit 

6) An edit form of the game skin appears with “Home Team” and “Visiting Team” and their 

corresponding places to enter scores to the right.  Enter the score as a 1 – 0 win to the 

decided “winner”  ****Please be careful and note which team is listed and you are entering the 

1 and 0 score  

7) Enter comments clearly commenting the forfeit by whom. 

8) Click save 


